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Bostock Collection

Size: 18 boxes, 1 parcel

Contents: The collection includes manuscripts and reprints of papers by John Bostock, his unpublished papers and works as a co-author with others. Records of the Australian American Association. Papers and lectures relating to psychiatry at the University of Queensland. Scrap books on Mt Nebo, and other subjects, loose photographs and photograph albums, and other biographical material. Also includes some published works with association of John Bostock.

Biography: Born Glasgow, Scotland, 20 January 1892. Educated University of London (MB, BS). Temporary surgeon, Royal Navy 1914-19; senior psychiatrist, Brisbane Hospital; superintendent, Mental Hospital, Newcastle 1927; assistant medical superintendent, Callan Park, Sydney; consultant psychiatrist, Repatriation Department; research professor of medical psychology, University of Queensland. He was a life member of the Royal Historical Society of Queensland.

Accession 880930

Box 1
Reprint of articles by J. Bostock (all duplicates discarded LY 18/4/89)
Biographical materials, correspondence
Miscellaneous personal paper
Miscellaneous publications including scrapbook.

Box 2
Manuscripts and lectures by John Bostock.

Box 3
Reprints and offprints of articles by others.

Box 4
Materials for Quotations.

Box 5
D.P.M. [Notes etc...3 folder]
Australian Association of Psychiatrists.
Requests for research reprints from various people (2 folders)
Papers relating to the Army (2 folders)
Papers on babies
Abstracts chiefly for A.M.J. and Reviews
Box 6
[Papers relating to] Australian American Association (2 folders)
[Papers relating to] Israel
American Psychiatric Association
Index book
Basic International. Scrapbook

Box 7
Department of Medical Psychology
The Campbell letter [on question of propaganda]
Important reference 1921
Reprints [of articles by Norman R.F.] Maier
Unpublished manuscripts
Extract from Mr. Inigo Jones' book: The Soul of the White Ant (1945)
RANZCP. (2 folders)
ANZCP

Box 8
APA.
Mental health today
Australasian Psychiatric Quarterly Newsletter. Jan 1949, July 1949
Thee and Thine: unpublished
Unpublished mss. [without title]
If youth knew (unpublished) 1st and 3rd copy
Unpublished mss
IKL Lectures

Box 9
[Materials relating to: Birthright by J. Bostock and P.A. Earnshaw].

Box 10
Exterior gestation and baby care [by J. Bostock and P.A. Earnshaw] 1 vol
Beauty and the beast / John Bostock, P.A. Earnshaw, 1 vol

Box 11
University of Queensland Research Report 1959, 1960
Dawn of psychiatry
File on Forgan-Smith
Catalog of lectures on children by J. Bostock
Bostock, J. Miscellaneous lectures (2 folders)
Bostock, J. Miscellaneous Broadcasted Lectures (2 folders)

Box 12
Material re textbook of psychiatry with Dr. Evan Jones (4 folders)
Miscellaneous lectures
Miscellaneous cuttings, correspondence, notes, etc
Box 12 (continued)
Miscellaneous reprints by others
Miscellaneous of interest

Box 13
Lecture notes for Psychiatry taken by J. Bostock as a student (5 folders)
Bostock: Lectures to nurse
Bostock: Lectures to students, 1986
Bostock: Lectures to medical students (3 folders)

Box 14

Box 15
To my friends of the Brisbane Clinic. Dr. J. Bostock from C.W. Graves
Mt. Nebo garden book: scrapbook
Bostock, J. - Collected papers 1924-1940. 1 vol
Mount Nebo Scrapbook
Scrapbook on Royal visit 1953
3 albums of J. Bostock in the Royal Navy - photos

Box 16
Name plate, realia, photos, testimonials, of John Bostock

Box 17
Publications: with John Bostock's association
International authors and writers who's who (with J. Bostock entry)
Huddleston, N.A. - History of Malton and Norton. [Presentation ' copy to J.B.]
Monchaux, Charles de. - A Book of Verse. [Presentation copy to J.B. by the author]
QANTAS - Empire Airways 1941. [Presentation copy to J.B.]
The Labour laws of Queensland. 1922. [Presentation copy to J.B. by J.E. Broadbent.]

Parcel 18
Photographs and prize certificates

Box 19
Books presented to J. Bostock as prizes from Scarborough College; books by John Bostock and other presentation copies to John Bostock.